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The Condor Equatorial Spread F Campaign'
Overview and Results of the Large-ScaleMeasurements
M. C. KELLEY,
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• E. KUDEKI,
•'2 B. G. FEJER,
! SA.BASU,
3'4Su.BASU,
3 K. D. BAKER,
5 C. HANUISE,
6
P. ARGo,7 R. F. WOODMAN,
8 W. E. SWARTZ,
• D. T. FARLEY,
• ANDJ. W. MERIWETHER,
JR.9
During the Condor campaigna number of instrumentswere set up in Peru to supportthe rocket
experiments.In this seriesof paperswe report on the resultsof the experimentsdesignedto studythe
equatorialF region.In this overviewpaper we summarizethe main resultsas well as report upon the
macroscopic
developments
of spreadF as evidencedby data from backscatterrada•s,from scintillation
observations,
and from digital ionosondemeaurements.
In this latter regard,we argueherethat at least
two factorsother than the classicalgravitationalRayleigh-Taylorplasmainstabilityprocessmust operate
to yield the longest-scale
horizontalorganizationof spreadF structures.The horizontalscaletypical of
plume separationdistancescan be explainedby invoking the effect of a shear in the plasma flow,
althoughdetailedcomparisonwith theoryseemsto requireshearfrequencies
a bit higherthan observations indicate.On the other hand, the largest-scaleorganizationor modulation of the scatteringlayer
cannotbe explainedby the sheartheory and must be due to local time variationsin the ionosphericdrift
or to gravity wave inducedverticalmotions.Using simultaneousrocket and radar data, we were also
able to confirmthe oft quotedhypothesisthat rapid overheadheight variationsin the scatteringregion
over Jicamarcaare primarily spatial structuresadvectingoverhead.The detailedrocket-radarcomparison verified severalother earlier results and speculations,particularly those made in the PLUMEX

experiments.
In particular,companionpapersdiscuss
and extendsomeof the PLUMEX resultsto
includethe role of anomalousdiffusion(LaBelleet al., thisissue)in the theoryof equatorialspreadF and
to shedlight upon the shallowspectralform oftenobservedin the intermediate-scale
regime(LaBelleand
Kelley,thisissue).

1.

INTRODUCTION

Equatorial F regionirregularities,alsoknown as equatorial
spreadF or ESF, have been studiedextensivelyover the last
few decadeswith a variety of experimentaltechniquesincluding radars, scintillations,radio sounders,in situ rocket and
satellite detectors, and a number of theoretical methods.

Recentreviewsof the topic includethoseby Fejer and Kelley

[19803,Ossakow[19813,Kelley and McClure [1981j, Kelley
[19853, and BasuandBasu [19853.
As a part of project Condor a variety of instrumentswere
clusteredtogethernear the magneticequator to performcoordinated measurementsof the same spread F events simultaneously.The idea behind the "clustertechnique"is to learn
more from a set of simultaneous

measurements

than can be

learned from the individual experimentsoperated independently. The instrumentsused,along with their locationsand
operatinginstitutions,are listedin Table 1. The locationsare

x Schoolof ElectricalEngineering,
CornellUniversity,Ithaca,New
York.

: Now at Departmentof ElectricalEngineering,
Universityof Illinois, Urbana.

3 EmmanuelCollege,Boston,Massachusetts.
'• Now at Air ForceGeophysics
Laboratory,HanscomAir Force
Base, Massachusetts.

• Centerfor Atmospheric
and SpaceSciences,
Utah StateUniversity, Logan.

also indicated on the map in Figure 1. Two Terrier-Malemute
rocketsinstrumentedwith electricfield, plasma density,and
energetic particle detectors were launched from the Punta
Lobos Rocket Range (1 in Figure 1) in the approximately
southwardand southwestward
trajectoriesindicatedin Figure
1. The Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO), located to the
north of the rocketrange(2), providedcontinuousmonitoring
of 3-meter(3-m) F regionirregularitieswith backscatterpower
and interferometricdrift velocity measurementsat an operation frequencyof 50 MHz. At Ancon(3) a 14-MHz HF radar
was operatedto monitor the evolutionof 10-m densityirregularities. Scintillationsand spacedreceiverdrift measurements
were also conductedat the samelocation using severalsatellite transmissions.Analog and digital ionosonde measurements were conducted at the Huancayo station (4) (where
VHF and UHF scintillation measurementswere also performed), while Fabry-Perot measurementsof neutral winds
were made at Arequipa Oust south of the region shown in
Figure 1). The rocket projectwas a joint undertakingby the
National Aeronauticsand SpaceAdministrationof the United
Statesand the ComissionNacionalde Investigaciony Desarrollo Aerospacial(CONIDA) of Peru,and the JRO operations
wer•ea joint effort by the Instituto Geofisicodel Peru and the
National

Science Foundation

of the United States. A number

of other resultsfrom Condordealingwith the equatorialelec-

trojet,the criticalvelocity
effect,middleatmospheric
electrodynamic,etc.,are publishedelsewhere.

The equatorialspreadF aspects
of the Condorprojectform
6 Laboratoirede SOndages
Electromagn•tiques
de l'Environnement
part
of
a
series
of
similar
projects,
which
utilized simultaneous
Terrestre,Universityof Toulon,France.
? Los AlamosNational Laboratory,LosAlamos,New Mexico.
rocket and radar probingof the disturbedequatorialF region
s InstitutoGeofisicodel Peru,Lima.
ionosphere.The seriesbegan on 1972 in India [Balsley et al.,
9 SpacePhysics
Research
Laboratory,
Universityof Michigan,Ann 1972] and was followedby campaignsin Brazil [Kelley et al.,
Arbor.
1976], Peru [Morse et al., 1977], Kwajalein [Szuszczewiczet
Copyright1986by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
al., 1980], and India (S. Prakash, personal communication,
1983). During this same interval, great theoreticaladvances
Paper number5A8723.
have occurred,particularly with respectto computer simula0148-0227/86/005A-8723505.00
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TABLE 1. InstrumentationUsed During Project Condor, With the
Locations and Operating Institutions
Instrumentation

Location

Institution(s)

,

Two Terrier-Malemute

rocket-bornepayloads

50-MHz

Punta Lobos NASA, CONIDA,
Rocket
Cornell University,
Range
Utah State University,
University of Illinois
Jicamarca

radar

Instituto

Geofisico

del Peru,

Cornell University
National Science
Foundation
14-MHz
radar
VHF and UHF

scintillation

Ancon
Ancon

VHF spacedreceiversystem
Digital ionosonde
Huancayo
Fabry-Perot

Universityof Toulon
Air Force Geophysical
Laboratory
Los Alamos National

Arequipa

Laboratory
University of Michigan

Huancayo

Instituto Geofisico

interferometer

Ionogram records
and magnetometer

played a crucial role in the rocket launch decisionsof the
Condor spread F campaign. In such measurementsthe received backscatteredpower is proportional to the square of
the amplitude of the field-aligneddensityirregularitieswhich
have wave vectorsin the directionof the radar line of sight.
The Jicamarcaradar beam is pointed almost vertically,about
3ø north of the on-axisposition,to achieveperpendicularityto
the geomagneticfield at F region altitudes [see Woodman,
1970]. Power maps similar in essenceto thosepublishedelsewhere in the literature [e.g., Woodmanand LaHoz, 1976] were
generatedin real time to monitor the spread F activity level
during the campaign. When rocket launch decisionswere
taken, the radar operationwas switchedto the more versatile
radar interferometermode capable of measuringthe power
spectraof the radar echoesas well as the east-westdrift velocity of the scatteringcentersI-Kudekiet al., 1981]. In this section
we presentJicamarcadata obtainedon nightswith no rocket
launches.

The

interferometer

mode

was not

used on these

del Peru

nights,and the data presentationis limited to the powermaps
shownin Figures2a-2c.
The upper panel in each figure is the radar map, while the
in
tion of ESF. The rocket experimentsmentionedabovesolidi- lower panel is a plot of the scintillationindex (SI) expressed
fied the importanceof the generalizedRayleigh-Taylorinsta- decibel excursions[Whitney et al., 1969] at a frequencyof
bility as the basictheoreticalconstructabout which to under- 1.694 gigahertz(GHz). The latter data were obtained at Ancon
with an ionospheric
standequatorialspreadF. In addition,the resultsof the latter usingthe GOES 5 satellitetransmissions
intersectionpoint at 300 km altitude only 30 km west of the
campaign,which has often been referredto as the PLUMEX
experiments(Plume Experiments;actually PLUMEX I and Jicamarcabeam. This distanceis equivalent to only 3-5 min
PLUMEX II sincethere were two rocketslaunched),brought of time differencebetweenthe correspondingstructurescausto light some important new aspectsof the ESF problem ing scintillation and radar backscatterwhen the eastward
which were not included in the computer simulations.For ionosphericdrift is taken into account.The relationshipbeexample, Kelley et al. [1982a] and Kelley [1982] interpreted tween S1 and the commonly used S,• index as obtained by
the electricfield and densityfluctuation spectrain the transi- Whitney [1974] is givenin the Figure 2a caption.At suchhigh
tional wavelength (_<200 m) range as due to a drift wave frequenciesthe scintillationsconformto weak scattertheories,
mode.This important resultwas supportedby a similar detector on the same rocket [Singh and Szuszczewicz,1984] but

not, prior to Condor,in an independent
geophysical
event.
Similarly, the PLUMEX data indicated that a densityfluctuation spectralform may exist in the intermediatewavelength
range which is quite differentfrom that predictedby simulations [Rino et al., 1981; Kelley et al., 1982b]. Part of the
purpose of the Condor ESF experimentswas to verify and
understandthese important resultsand their implication for
ESF theory. As we shall see,this was accomplished,and new
insightswere obtained concerningthe crucial role played by
anomalousdiffusion in determining the nonlinear saturation
of ESF [LaBelle et al., this issue]and concerningthe possible
origins of the surprisingshallow spectralform [LaBelle and
Kelley, thisissue].
The detailed results of the Condor coordinatedF region
experimentsare reported in the seriesof paperspublishedin
this issue.In this paper we presentan overviewof the experimental resultsand in addition report on somenew aspectsof
the large-scaleorganization of plasma during ESF which are
basedprimarily upon the radar backscattermapsmade during
the courseof the rocket launch operation.We also summarize
someof the main conclusionsof the setof experiments.
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Fig. 1. Map of the coast of Peru, showingthe trajectoriesof the
two spreadF rocketsas well as the locationsof variousground-based
instrumentation.
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Fig.3b.Expanded
version
oftheJicamarca
radar
power
map
with
therocket
trajectory
superposed.
Theinset
atright
illustratesthe relativeelectrondensityprofile obtainedfrom a rocket-borneLangmuir probe.The densitieslistedassumea
constantrelationshipbetweencollectedcurrentand densityequalto the valuefoundnearapogeeon the secondflight.

and a linear relationshipholds betweenthe S,• index and the
irregularitystrengthor electrondensitydeviation(AN). At 1.7
GHz, scintillationsare causedby irregularitiesin the range
35-350 m in dimension. We should therefore not expect a
one-to-onerelationshipbetween50-MHz backscatter,which is
causedby 3-m irregularities,and the 1.7-GHz forward scatter.
In viewing the Jicamarca power maps it is important to
remember that they provide vertical images or slicesof the
instantaneousoverhead scatteringstructureswhich are then
plotted as a function of time. A rigid scatteringpattern drifting
overhead with a constant velocity would be faithfully repro-

64 min). Throughout the discussionbelow, referencewill be
made to the local time at the 75 ø meridianrathe

time indicated

in the plots. On March 4, 1983,a thin (10 km) scatteringlayer
developedat about 2020 LT (Figure 2a). The position of the
scatteringlayer wasmovingupward at an apparentvelocityof
about 2.5 m/s but neverattaineda heightgreaterthan 300 km.
At "apogee"the layer broadenedvery slightlyto a thicknessof
about 15 km. As the scatteringlayer descended,its thickness
decreased.The structuredechoingregion near 100 km is due
to 3-m irregularitiesexcitedby the equatorial electrojetinstabilities. Notice that there are three gaps in the electrojet
ducedin theseplots,and in this casethe map can be con- echoesat 2105, 2133, and 2141 LT when the F layer is hoversidered as a view of the ionospherelooking southward. As
ing near its highestpoint. Furthermore,closeinspectionshows
pointed out by Woodmanand LaHoz [1976], however, the
that the E layer scatteringheightsshift in altitude acrossthe
techniqueis muchlike the slit camerasusedin racingevents gaps as predicted by the linear electrojet theory when the
zonal electricfield changessign [Fejer et al., 1975]. This feawhich distort an image if it changesin time as it drifts by. In
the descriptionwe try to remind the readerof this by usingthe ture is fairly common, and the interpretation is that the E
words "apparent" to describe the motion of the scattering layer instabilities ceasetemporarily when the zonal electric
layer. Power maps display the echo power received by the
field componentpassesthrough zero. Thus, even though the
upward "motion" of the scatteringlayer is not a definitive
Jicamarca radar, as functionsof time and altitude, using a
measure of the actual vertical drift, the data are internally
logarithmicgray scalecoding.For eachday a power level of 0
dB on thesemaps roughly correspondsto 3% of the estimated consistentwith a pure bottomside F layer instability comsky noise.There was no attempt made to maintain a uniform mencingwhile the F layer is rising and continuingvirtually
unchangedwhen the vertical drift reverses.The temporal beoutput power from day to day, but the scalesdiffer by only
+6dB.
havior of the scatteringheightis also consistentwith the wellThe power maps of Figure 2 are representativeof common establishedtime dependenceof the vertical drift velocitywhich
typesof spreadF eventsobservedat Jicamarca.In theseplots creates a correspondinglocal time dependenceof the ionosphericheight. As the earth rotates under this local time dethe tick marks indicate 10.67 min (six ticks correspondingto
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by the propagation
path to the satellite.
pendentfeature,the ionosphere
will seemto riseandthenfall wasnot intercepted
by Aaronset al. [1980].
to a verticallylookingradar. No detectablelevel of scintil- Similar eventswerediscussed
lation occurred at 1.7 GHz.

The March 5 night,illustratedin Figure 2b, wasconsiderablymoreactivethantheprevious
example.
Theechoinglayer 2.2. Data Obtained on March 1-2, 1983
started its developmentat an altitude higher than that on
March 4. Justat and after "apogee"the layer broadenedconsiderably,but no extendedplumesdeveloped,
and the layer
heightdecreased
veryquickly.The layerheightthenstartedto
increaseagain,reaching330 km beforestartingits final decreasefor this evening.Notice that three distinctscattering

The backscatter power and scintillation data obtained on

the eveningof March 1-2, 1983, are presentedin Figure 3a.
This was the first night during which all the necessaryradar
analysisand displayprogramswerefunctional,and somelast
minutetestingled to the data gapsin the plot. The rectangular mottled area centered at about 2155 correspondsto the

patches
developed
inthesecond
descending
phase
oftheiono- period when the radar was operatedin the interferometer
sphericoscillationand that the heightoscillations
werenearly mode. In this mode the whole antenna array is usedfor trans-

mission,but the backscattered
signalis receivedindependently
by both the eastand westquartersof the array,whosephase
centersare separatedby about 203 m. The phasedifference
betweenthe simultaneous
samplesfrom thesetwo quartersis
relatedto the angularpositionof any localizedscatteringcentraces,they are due to a data loss.)The variationsin altitude tersinsidethe commonscatteringvolume.The east-westdrift
is derivedfrom the tempodisplayedon this night are muchmore rapid than thoseex- velocityof theselocalizedscatterers
ral
changes
of
the
measured
positions
[seeKudekiet al., 1981;
pectedfromthe localtimedependent
zonalelectricfieldeffect
describedabove. A number of weak 3-m scatteringpatches Fejer et al., 1985].Sincevastamountsof raw data mustbe
a smalleraltitude range was
remainedfor a longtime,includingone between500 and 600 recordedfor off-line processing,
sampled
in
the
interferometer
mode
than in the powermap
km. The scintillationbehavioron this night wasvery unusual;
modes before and after.
we returnto thispoint afterdiscussing
the March 6 event.
The figure showsan initial plume event centeredat 2040
On March 6 (Figure2c)a spectacular
plumeeventoccurred
which
followed a rapid apparent rise of the scatteringlayer
over Jicamarca.The layered echoescommencedat 350 km
and
was
precededby high-altitudescatterersby some10 min.
altitude, considerablyhigher than on March 4. By 2010 LT
the scatteringlayer was extendedin altitudeand displayeda Althoughthe datagapcreatessomeambiguity,it appearsthat
and then beganto rise once again at
bifurcatedform. The height of the scatteringlayer increased the layer descended
about 2120 LT, creatingthe secondplumeeventinto which
abruptly at about 2025 LT, and shortly thereafter,a large

sinusoidalin form. The characteristicgap in E region structure discussedabove occurredonly in conjunctionwith the
secondapogee,althoughthe 100-kmscatteringlayer became
slightlymore narrow in conjunctionwith the first apparent
flow reversal.(When gapsoccurin both the E and F region

the rocket was fired. The lower trace shows the results of

plume event commencedwhich extendedat timesto more
than 1000km altitude.It isimportantto notethatthehighest- simultaneousL band (1694 MHz) scintillationmeasurements

at Ancon.Usingtheeastward
F regiondriftspeed
altitude scattererswere detectedeven beforethe plume feature performed
measured
by
two
independent
methods
(described
below)for
was seenoverheadbetween400 and 600 km, and that three

distinctminiplumesdevelopedas the scatteringlayerdescended. In this classicexampleof Murphy's law, a power failure
occurredat the rocket range between2025 and 2100 LT, precludinganyrocketlaunchon thisnight.
At first glance,the scintillationdata seemwell correlated
with the radar observations.A burst of stronggigahertzscintillation accompaniedthe bifurcationat 2010. This was followedby a long-livedeventcommencing
at 2017 and lasting
throughoutthe major plume event. The VHF scintillation
indexremainedsaturatedduringthis event.At 2222 the scintillation level again rose dramatically,however,this time accompaniedonly by veryweakpatchesof 3-m backscatter.
One
of thesepatcheswas centeredat 360 km, even though the
bottomsideof the F layer was barely higher than 200 km at
that time. The scintillationis nearly as strongas that associated with the plume itself and is more typical of previously
publishedpostmidnight
events[Basuet al., 1978].Clearlythe
~300-m structuresare still very large in amplitude even
thoughthe 3-m waveshavevirtuallydisappeared.

thisnight,theseparation
distance
between
thesetwomeasurementscorresponds
to only3-5 min of localtimedifference.
The datagapsaresomewhat
of a problem,
but thereagain
seems
to be a goodcorrelation
between
theSI indexandthe
3-mbackscatter
power.In particular,
thethickness
of the3-m

scattering
patchandthemagnitude
ofSI seem
to beverywell
correlated.
The backscatter
mapdisplays
several
"miniplumes"
whichextendlikefingerspointingtowardlaterlocaltimes(or

pointing
westward,
if thefeatures
ofthese
mapsareconsidered
frozenin the eastwarddrifting plasma).Thesefeaturesare

similarto thesecondary
plumes
detected
withtheAltairradar.
Figure3b is an expanded
versionof the powermap in
Figure3a andincludes
therockettrajectory,
whichis plotted
in twoways.The"V -- infinity"parabolais plottedasthough
the radar and rocket observationswere simultaneousin local
time as well as in universal time. However, since the rocket

traveledmagnetically
westof the radarwhilethe ionosphere
wasdriftingeastward,
therocketdataat a certaintimeshould
becompared
withtheradardataa shorttimelater,theexact
time delaydepending
on the time it takesthe ionospheric
Returningto the scintillationdata on March 5, we note that plasma
to driftfromtherocket's
locationto thelongitude
of
the scintillation index reached values well above those associJicamarca
[Morseet al., 1977].The secondparabolaincludes
ated with the major plumeeventon March 6 but were associ- theF regionionospheric
driftof about85 m/sasmeasured
by
ated with only faint tracesof 3-m backscatter.These patchy the interferometer
techniques
duringthe shadedtime period.

traces of 3-m backscatter were extended in altitude. Thus the
Sincethe rocket trajectory also had a significantcomponent
pattern of scintillationdata observedon March 5 resembles magneticallysouthward,sucha comparisonreliesupon the
that observedlate in the eveningon March 6. It is possible field-aligned
natureof large-scale
F regionstructures.
Tsunoda

that the first backscatterstructure of the March 5 evening, [1981] hasusedthe steerable
incoherent
scatterAltair radar
characterized by an absence of scintillations,may have to show that large-scale(-• 50 km) featuresindeeddo map
fieldlinesfor largedistances.
Airglowdata
evolveddirectlyoverJicamarcaand driftedeastwardso that it alongthemagnetic
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the layer height was decreasingover Jicamarca during this
time. The small discrepancybetweenthe downleg rocket data

March I, 1983
59O

and the radar data can be explained quantitatively by the

change in altitude of the field line which maps from the
rocket's position to the latitude of Jicamarca.These data show
conclusivelythat the bottom side of the F layer was higher
540 over Jicamarca than at the rocket when it passedthrough the
bottomside on the downleg. This implies that (1) a strong
westward gradient in plasma density must exist and (2) for
rapid height variations suchas thesethe interpretation of the
'o 490Jicamarcamap in terms of a quasi-rigidmotion of the scattering regionsis valid at leastfor the bottomside.
In the topside the in situ probe detected several large regions of depleted electron density, along with associated
smaller-scaleirregularities.The amplitude of the depletionsis
440about 50%, and their vertical size is in the range of 20-50 km.
On the downleg,depletionsof nearly identicalpropertieswere
detected.On both downleg and upleg thesedepletionscorrespond one-to-one with the westward tilted miniplumesseen
39O
on the radar power map. Figure 4 illustratesmore clearly this
1.5
3f.O• • 4.5 0
5
I0
correlation betweenthe depletionsencounteredby the rocket
Reletive
Relative
.ad the,miniplumesin the radar backscatterpower map. Only
Log Electron Density
Beckscotter Power
the downleg Langmuir probe data are plotted, and the altiFig. 4. Comparisonbetweenthe relative electrondensityprofile tude of the radar backscatter power has been adjusted in
obtained from the rocket-borneprobe and the relative backscatter
order to make a comparison more accurate, since the rocket
power measured with the Jicamarca radar, which is sensitiveto 3-m
moves magnetically south, intersectingfield lines which map
irregularities.
to higher altitudes at the equator above Jicamarca,as noted
at conjugateoff-equatorial latitudes also show this mapping above. In Figure 4 an excellent correlation is observed between the radar backscatter power and those regions of
quite clearly [Mendillo and Tyler, 1983].
The right-hand panel of Figure 3b displayselectron current upward directed density gradients detected by the rocket, as
profiles detected by a fixed-bias Langrnuir probe which are well as with the intermediate-scalefluctuations apparent to
the eye in the rocket data,
approximately proportional to the electron density. During
Zonal plasmadrift data are plotted in Figure 5 for both this
the upleg of the rocket flight the steep upward gradient in
day and the March 14-15 eventdiscussedbelow.Thesevelociplasma densityand the associatedirregularitiesobservedat
ty profiles were obtained using the Jicamarcaradar interferthe bottomsideof the F region coincideextremelywell with
ometer
proceduredescribedby Kudeki et al. [1981]. Interferthe band of 3-m turbulenceobservedby the radar and first
ometer observations were made for about 15 min on each
encounteredby the rocket at 445 km altitude. On the downleg
._

the loweredgeas observed
by the rocket-borne
probewas night, correspondingto the shadedregionsin Figures3a and

nealy 40 km lower in altitude than on the upleg. This is in
good agreementwith the radar observations,which showthat
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8a, but velocity measurementsare only possible during

antennabeam width, this variation is most probably due to

periodsandat heightswherediscretescatterers
arepresent.
As the horizontal motion of scatterersacrossthe beam (the radar
a result,velocityestimatescouldnot be madeover the entire measuresthe radial line-of-sight velocity). If the scatterers
from the
scatteringregion;velocitiesare plottedin Figure 5 only at whichproducethesespectraoriginateapproximately
altitudesfor which discretescattererswere presentduring at
least 2 min of the 15-min interval, and in each case, the

averagevalueof drift velocityoverthe 15-minintervalis plotted. The observedvelocitiesare variable in time and height.

On the night of March 1, 1983,the velocityin the regionof
the strongestechoeswas about 90 m/s. A verticalshearin the
zonal flow with mean value of 6 x 10 -'• s- • is indicated since
the flow increasesfrom about 60 m/s at 420 km to over 120
m/s at 520 km.
Drift measurementswere also made using the spacedreceiv-

samealtitude as the strongestbackscatterobservedby Jicamarca,then the variation of the Doppler spectraas a function
of time indicatesan averagedrift velocityof about 100 m/s.

This value agreeswell with the interferometerand spaced
receiverdrift measurements.
No digital ionosondedata were
available on this night.
2.3.

Data Obtained on March 14-15, 1983

Compositedata presentations
for the nightof March 14-15
er scintillationtechniquewhich is sensitiveto subkilometer are givenin Figures8a and 8b. In this case,the electron
irregularities.These measurements
were made at 244 MHz densityprofiledisplayedin the insetof Figure 8b was obwith a short (123 m) and a long (246 m) baseline[Basu and
Whitney,1983]. The temporalvariationsof the apparentvelocitiesduringMarch 1 and March 14 are shownin Figure6.
The spacedreceiverec.
lntillntlcmdrift• .are,in fairly gnndagreement with the interferometer drifts on March 1 but are some-

tained from two different rocket-borne instruments. An RF

probe determinedthe absoluteelectrondensityby locking
ontothe localupperhybridfrequencyin the plasmawhenthe
plasmadensityexceeded
about105cm-3 [Bakeret al., 1969,
1985].At lower densitiesthe data profilewas extendedusing

what larger than the corresponding
Jicamarcameasurements the relative densitymeasurementfrom the fixed-biasLang14.
muir probe,normalizedto matchthe valueof absolutedensity

made on March

We turn now to HF backscatter measurements made at

Ancon.A range-time-intensity
plot of the echoesreceivedat
14 MHz, corresponding
to a backscatter
wavelengthof 10 m,
is presentedin Figure7. In this experimentthe antennawas
directedupward,but becauseof the wide beam,echoeswere
obtainedfrom angles+ 30ø from vertical.It seemsthat the
strongestHF scatteroriginatesfrom the bottomsidespreadF

measuredby the RF probe at 350 km.
The morphology of the March 14 event in many ways resemblesthe March 1 data set. The major difference is the
altitude of the event. For example,the bottomsideand F peak

heightswere more than 100 km lower on March 14-15. Once
again, the steep upward gradient in plasma density and the
associatedirregularitiesobservedat the bottomsideof the F

regioncoincidewith the band of 3-m turbulenceobservedby
the radar and encounteredby the rocketbetween290 and 340
km. A densitydepletionjust below the F peak corresponds
to
the patch of 3-m irregularitiesat 360 km altitude.The scintil-

at a slant range of about 550 km. This scattercorrespondsto
the strong echoesreceivedat Jicamarcaat around the same
altitude. However, note that the shortest range at which
14-MHz echoes were received is somewhat longer than the
lowest-altitude 3-m echoes observed by Jicamarca; this is

lation index SI correlates well with the thickness of the back-

probablyan indicationof the relativesensitivityof the two

scatterregion, althoughit commencedearlier than did the

radars. The extension of the 14-MHz

VHF

echoes to over 1000 km

scatter.

In the topsidethe in situ probedetecteda distinctregionof
in rangeis due to obliquereturns.Representative
spectraat a
fixedrange(500 km) (not shown)are very narrowand display depletedelectrondensityabove410 km altitudeon the upleg.
sequences
of Doppler shiftswhichchangedfrom negativeto A nearly identicalfeaturewas observedon the downlegat a
positiveover the 1-hourperiod2145-2245LT. Becauseof the higher altitude. However, turning to the backscatterpower
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map, within the range of sensitivityof the Jicamarcaradar, no
3-m irregularities are seen during the portions of the rocket
trajectory describedabove; that is, the "bubble" observedby
the rocket during both upleg and downleg apparently was
invisible to the radar by the time it was overhead. However, at
an earlier local time (2133 LT), Jicamarca did detect a westward tilted miniplume which, if extended,would intercept the
rocket trajectory at about the right places.Furthermore, if we
identify the upleg depletion with its downleg twin, observed5
min later in local time and 40 km higher in altitude, there is a
remarkable similarity to the March 1 data.
Interferometer drift data for this night were presentedearlier in Figure 5 (upper trace).The observeddrift again exhibits

a strongverticalshear(8 x 10-½ s-•), increasingfrom near
100 m/s to about 180 m/s over a 100-km height range. The
comparison in Figure 6 shows that on both nights (March 1
and March 14), spaced-receiverdrifts are higher than those
measured by the interferometer.This seemsto be a general

featureof the spacedreceivertechnique.In addition, the interferometer drift measurementsindicate that the zonal plasma
drift velocity can change significantlywith height and time.
The spaced-receiverdrifts, on the other hand, yield information on the region with the largestelectron densityfluctuations. This intercomparisonis discussedin more detail in a
companion paper [Basu et al., this issue].
Figure 9 shows two spectra of the intermediate-scaledensity
irregularities measured by the Utah State absolute density
probe. The upper panel correspondsto turbulencein the topside well above the F peak, while the lower panel corresponds
to the intense turbulence just above the peak in'F region
density. Comparison of the two spectra reveals a remarkable
feature in the lower-altitude March 14 spectrum: the intermediate range of wavelengthsis characterizedby two distinct
subranges,with a break in the spectrum near 1 km. The portion of the spectrum consisting of wavelengths smaller than
about 1 km displays a k -" form with spectral index n > 2.5,
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while for wavelengthslonger than about 1 km the spectrum
exhibits a smaller spectral index. This feature has been observedpreviouslyin in situ rocket spectra[Rino et al., 1981],
and there is someevidencefor sucha variation in the spectral
index' of satellite-measuredspectra [Livingston et al., 1981;
Basu et al., 1983]. The generationof enhancedturbulencenear
and above the kilometer scalein spreadF and in scintillation
spectra is examined in detail in a companion paper [LaBelle
and Kelley, this issue]. This height region correspondsto one
which had very broad VHF spectralsignatures(wide Doppler
spectra),which also suggestsa very turbulent medium.
Data from the digital ionosonde located at Huancayo are
included in Figure 8a, in which the altitude of the bottom of
the F layer (hmin)over Huancayo has been superposedupon

the Jicamarcabackscattermap. Early in the eveningthe F
layer is higher at Huancayo, with the roles reversingaround
2030 LT. This is also the time when the 3-m scatteringlayer
over JRO stalls in its slow upward drift. Notice that the brief
increasein the irregularitylayer thicknessand the gap in E
region irregularities occur at the same time as the reversal.
The apparent drift observedby Jicamarcais consistentwith a
typical vertical drift morphology[Fejer et al., 1979], in which
the plasma movesupward at all local times before2030 (on
this night)and downwardafter this time. The ionospherictilt
associatedwith this morphologywould have the Huancayo
layer above the Jicamarcalayer before 2030 and vice versa
afterward, as observed.However, the apparent tilt is much
more pronouncedthan the small longitude differencewould
imply, as discussed
in detail in a companionpaper [Argo and
Kelley,this issue].The abruptuplift after 2100is nearlysimultaneousat both sites,suggestingthat the associatedeastward
electricfield extendedover both Huancayoand Jicamarca.

3.

DISCUSSION OF THE LARGE-SCALE RESULTS

3.1. Implicationsfor the Large-ScaleDevelopment
of Equatorial SpreadF

Interpretationof the Jicamarcaradar backscattermap often
usesthe assumptionthat the relatively thin echoingregions
correspondto the structuredbottomsideof the layer [e.g.,
Kelley et al., 1981]. This important hypothesisis upheld in
great detail by the combined rocket and radar data obtained

during the upleg of both Condor rocket flights, as well as
during the equatorialionosphere(Equion)experiment[Morse
et al., 1977]. For example,the echoinglayer is more than 100
km higher on March 14, as are the bottomsidegradientand
the F peak deducedfrom the rocket data.
Using this relativelyfirm assumption,we note immediately
that widespreadequatorialspreadF developsonly when the
layer is high. For example,in Figure 2a the height of the
echoinglayer never exceeds300 km and never exceeds10 km
in vertical extent. The layer seemsto be rising when echoes
first appear,and the backscattersignalcontinuesvirtuallyunchangedas the layer reverses,dying out as the echoheight
slowly comesdown again. Conversely,the initial position of
the structuredF layer is higheston March 1, the night with
the most sustained3-m backscatteractivity.This requirement
has been noted previously[e.g., Farley et al., 1970]. Plume
developmentis alsowell correlatedwith layer height.Kelley et
al. [1981] noted a distincttendencyfor plumesto form either
at layer "apogee"or when it seemsto be descending.This is
also upheld in detail by the present data set. The major
plumeson March 1, 6, and 14 are all of the apogeetype.Even
in the relativelyquiet3-m backscatterobservedon the evening
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three gentlewavelikeundulationsof the F layer are apparent.
This is to be constrastedwith the sharp uplifts at 2145 LT on
March 1 (Figure 3a), at 2050 LT on March 6, and at 2128 LT
on March 14. The first and third of these three examples
followeda cycleof gentlewavelikeundulationswith the plume
and associatedrapid uplift seemingto feed upon the more
gentleuplift. We first discussthe origin and effectsof "gentle"
undulations,returningto the other classin section3.2.
Although data gapsconfusethe issuesomewhat,the March
1 data (Figure 3a) display as many as four wavelike oscillations, two of which are punctuatedby apogeeplumes.The
apparent descending phase of such oscillations is often
characterizedby the developmentof severalisolated plumes.
It takes some imagination to see this on March 1, but on
March 6 (Figure 2b), three such "postapogee"plumes occur.
Even on the relatively quiet night of March 5 (Figure 2c) the
second undulation has three separate regions in which the
scatteringlayer broadensbriefly, which are centeredat 2145,
2154, and 2203 LT. In the spectacularevent studiedby Kelley
et al. [1981], also, two plumesdevelopedon the "descending
phase"of both of two extremeoscillations(> 300 km amplitude) recordedon March 21, 1979.Both of thesemajor undulationshad large apogeeplumes.
The rocket data showdefinitelythat ionospherictilts can be
significantand that the hypothesizedtilt suggestedby Kelley
et al. [1981] is indeed the correct one when the scattering
layer seems to rapidly descendover Jicamarca. The ionospheric orientation during such an event is such that the
plasmadensitygradienthas a westwardcomponent.The typical zonal wind direction

for this local time sector is eastward

of March 5, a plume seemedto almost develop at 2010 LT
[Siplet and Biondi et al., 1978; Meriwether et al., this issue].
when the layer reachedits peak altitude.A very similar "near- Since the magnitude of the zonal wind component u must be
plume"featurewasseenat 2030 LT on March 14. This result larger than the eastwardplasmadrift velocityit generatesby
is very strongevidencefor the importanceof the gravitational the F region dynamo effect, the vertical electric field in the
term in the generalizedRayleigh-Taylor(GRT) instability neutral frame, E:'= E: + uB, must be upward. This further
[Kelley et al., 1981] as the major controlling influence on implies that E' x B has a componentparallel to the westward
equatorial spread F, since the growth rate is inverselypro- zonal plasmadensitygradientmentionedabove.This is a linportional to the ion-neutralcollisionfrequency(vi,). Using a early unstablecondition.The horizontal densitygradientscale
local value for vi,, the growth rate due to a purely gravi- lengthcan be estimatedfrom the rocketdata to be 14 km. For
tationally driven processis given as a function of height ap- E'/B • 100 m/s this yields an exponentialgrowth time of 2.3
proximatelyby the expression
min, which is very fast.
There are presentlytwo competingtheoreticalexplanations
•. -• 0.09exp[(h- 300)/50]min-x
for the organization of equatorial spread F at the largest
in which we have assumeda vertical gradient scalelength of scales,gravity wave seeding,and velocity shear instabilities.
20 km and a neutral scaleheight of 50 km. This impliesthat By large scale we mean •. >>L, the vertical density gradient
the e-foldingtime for irregularitygrowth decreases
from 11 to scale length. Kelley et al. [1981] argued that the quasi4 min between 300 and 350 km. Of course, a feature as extensinusoidalundulations were due to gravity wave seedingas
sive as a plume cannot grow from thermal noise in a few describedby Klosterrneyer[1978]. Once seeded,such struce-folding times, so seed structuremust be present at much tures may then be amplifiedpreferentiallyby a plasma instalarger scalesthan 3 m in the bottomsideregion as it drifts bility process.In the other view, large-scaleundulations are
upward. Indeed, the rocket data reported by Kelley et al. driven directly by a velocity shear instability.The advantage
[1976] and Costa and Kelley [1978] showed well-developed of the latter processover a Rayleigh-Taylorinstability is that
bottomside 1- to 4-km structures(6n/n • 30%) in just such the growth rate peaks at •. _>L for the velocity shear instaconditions,e.g., F peak at 300 km, slow 10-m/s uplift deter- bility whereasthe oppositeinequality holds for the Rayleighmined by barium cloud drifts,and weak 3-m structureswhich Taylor mode.
To investigatethis further, we first study the spacingbeseemed
to eruptintoa plumea fewminutes
later.
The other terms in the GRT process,which involve electric tween multiple plumes such as those detected on March 6,
fields and neutral winds as sourcesof free energy, do not 1983, while the scatteringlayer height is decreasingover Jicadependupon the collisionfrequencyand henceare not alti- marca. The usual assumptionis that the spacingcan be estitude dependent.Thesetermsare not negligible,and the pres- mated by using a mean eastwardplasma velocity Ve= 150
ent data set confirms and extends several conclusions of
m/s and then convertingthe time At betweeneventsin terms
Kelley et al. [1981] in this regard.First, we note the tendency of a distanceL via L- VeAt.To test this methodology,we
for two types of ionosphericuplift. On March 5 (Figure 2c), can use the scanningAltair radar on Kwajalein, for which
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Fig. 10. The Jicamarcabackscatterpower map from the night of March 6, 1983, showingthree prominent plume
structureswhich erupt from the bottomsidespreadF as the scatteringlayer decends.Superposedare the relativepositions
of three similar structuresobservedusinga scanningradar [Tsunoda,1983].

there is not an ambiguous relationship between time and
space,and compare the separationof multiple plumes measured there to the separationsdeduced from the Jicamarca
data. To make this comparison,we have taken a scanning
radar plot from Figure 2b of Tsunoda[1983J, reversedit eastwest, and plotted the position of his three multiple plumes
over the March 6 event in Figure 10. As noted above, we
assumedan eastwarddrift of 150 m/s to converttime to space
in the Jacamarcaplot. Notice that under this assumptionthe
spacingof the Altair plumesis nearly identicalto that registered by the Jicamarcaradar.
We now use this method to investigatewhat seemsto be a
characteristicspacingbetweensuchplumes.From the March
1, 5, and 6 data we have determinedfour setsof spacingsin
time and convertedthem to spatial units (assuminga 150-m/s
eastwardvelocity).Four more plume spacingswere estimated
from the data publishedby Kelley et al. [1981-1,and two more
actual spacingsdeterminedfrom the work by Tsunoda[1983-1
discussedin the previous paragraph. The spacingsd range

dude that the shear is important in determining the outer
horizontal scale of equatorial spread F. However, using the
theory of $atyanarayanaet al. [1984] and assumingthat the
wavelengthof the maximum linear growth rate correspondsto

theobserved
spacings,
therangeof i•foundabovecorresponds
to plasmashears
(dVx/dx)
in therange2.6 x 10-2 to 6 x 10-3
s-x. Theseshearsare about 10 timesthe valuesindicatedby
Figure 5, as well as by other radar-basedshearmeasurements
[Kudeki et al., 1981; Tsunodaet al., 1981].
One possibleway out of this dilemmais to conjecturethat
the shear is higher in a localized region within the plasma
gradient than indicatedby the radar data, say 100 m/s over a
10-km bottomsideheight range. Neutral wind shearsof this
magnitudehave beenreported [Bhavsaret al., 1965]. Another
possibilityis that the dominanthorizontalwave numberin the
fully developedprocessis smaller than the wave number of
maximum growth. This might imply an inverse cascadeof
energy to larger scalesin this two-dimensionally turbulent
medium.A lessexotic explanationis that although the growth

rateis lowerat smalli•, theinitialamplitude
washigherand
thenormalized
wavenumber/•= 2•L/d, whereL is thezero- the longer-wavelengthwavessaturatedearlier.

from 91 to 206 km with a mean value of 150 km. In terms of

order bottomsidedensity gradient taken to be 20 km, these

In summary, the presentanalysissupportsthe notion that

spacings
correspond
to therange/•= 0.6-1.38withanaverage velocity shear plays a role in determiningthe plume spacings
of • = 0.84.
whichoccurin therangei• • 1. However,
it shouldbe noted
Guzdar et al. [1982] and Satyanarayanaet al. [1984] have
studiedthe generalizedRayleigh-Taylorprocess,includingthe
effect on the growth rate of a vertical shear in the eastward
plasmadrift velocity.Althoughsucha shearlowersthe growth
rate, it also moves the most unstablewavesfrom a normalized

• •- 10to valuesin therange0.5-2,whichis muchmoreconsistentwith the spacingsreported here. We thus might con-

that to reach this conclusion,very high shearsmust be invoked. To push the shear explanation to even longer wavelengths,and henceto explainthe "gentleundulations"of the F
layer, doesnot seemat all realistic.We thus fall back upon the
conclusionsof Kelley et al. [-1981] as well as R6ttger [1973],
Klosterrneyer[1978], and many others,that gravity wavesand
their associatedelectric fields must organize the plasma at
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scales of > 200 km. This area is also discussed in some detail

in the companionpaper by Argo and Kelley [this issue].
3.2. Wedgesor Bubbles?

It was originally conjecturedthat the plasmadepletionsassociatedwith equatorial spreadF may either pinch off, forming bubblesof low-densityplasma,or be wedgeslinked to the
bottomsideby a region of low density[Woodmanand Lattoz,
1976]. The radar structurelinking the plume head to the bottomside,in the pinch model,was then due to a turbulent wake
[Woodman and Lattoz, 1976; Kelley and Ott, 1978]. Recent
experimentalevidence[Mendillo and Tyler, 1983; Tsunodaet
al., 1982], theoretical calculations based on satellite data
[Hanson and Bamgboye,1984], and computer simulationsby
Zalesak et al. [1982] supportthe wedgeconcept.
Returning to Figure 3b comparisonof the highest-altitude
depletions on the two rocket profile shows that the downleg
depletion was encountered well above the corresponding
upleg event. This seemsto imply that the depletion was located at a higher altitude west of Jicamarca.The radar data
confirm this hypothesis.In Figure 3b an arrow points out a
"miniplume" of 3-m echoeswhich intersectsthe parabola labeled V = 85 m/s at the sameheight as the uppermostdepletion in the rocket plasmadensityprofile. Although this echoing region was decayingin power with time over Jicamarca,
the patch can also be seen to intersect the rocket parabola
during its downlegat the height of the uppermostdepletionin
the rocket profile.
It would be remarkable indeed if a rocket penetratedtwo
pinched-off bubbles along its trajectory, even allowing for
magnetic field alignment (a cylindrical bubble). However, a
fully developedwedge,tilted toward the west and also field
aligned,would be quite easyto penetrateon uplegand downleg. Since both of the Condor rocketspenetratedsuch structures during both upleg and downleg, and becausea nearly
identical double penetration was observed during the
PLUMEX I flight, the rocket data seemto support the wedge
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have been used to show that during rapid decreasesof the
scatteringlayer height over Jicamarca,the ionosphereis tilted
such that the region to the west is lower than the adjacent
region to the east. Such a configurationis shown to have a
very high growth rate due to a wind-driven E x B instability

(7 • 3 rain-x). Theseresultsverifypreviousconjectures
concerning the tendencyfor multiple plumes to form in such a
configuration.The caseis further made that a characteristic
separationdistanceexistsbetweensuchplumes,which have a

normalized/•= k/2nL• 1, whereL is thezero-order
vertical
gradient scalelength.This separationis consistentwith a generalizedRayleigh-Taylor(or E x B) instability which includes
velocity shear.The magnitudeof the required shear is larger
than existingobservationssuggest,but higherlocalizedshears
may exist.The gentleundulationswhich have scales5-6 times
larger almost certainly must correspondto gravity wave inducedeffects.Further evidencethat plumesare due to wedgelike featuresis alsopresented.
Paper 2 [LaBelle and Kelley, this issue]. Further evidence
is presentedto showthat shallowspectralindicesmay at times
characterize the spectral developmentin the intermediatescaleregime.In this context we define shallow to be a power
law index of the form k -n where n is less than 2. One reason

that this result is important is that, to date, no computer

simulation
hasyetyieldeda spectral
indexshallower
thank-2.
Until this experimental result is reproduced, one must
questionwhat aspectof the physicshas been left out of the
simulations.Severalsourcesfor the spectralform are investigated in paper 2. The nonlinear turbulencetheory of Sudan

andKeskinen[1984] predictsa k-5/3 law whichLaBelleand
Kelley show quantitativelyfits the data reasonablywell, provided that a large anomalousdiffusioncoefficientis used(see
alsopaper 3). The authorsspeculatethat the turbulentcascade

and k-5/3 law applieswhenthe exchangeof energybetween
large and small eddies,which is measuredby the nonlinear
growth rate F, exceedsthe energy input measuredby the
linear growth rate 7. The observedspectralforms even shal-

model.

lowerthan k-5/3 arenot explainedby thisargument.
In addi-

We return now to the common cusplike feature associated
with many of the JRO plumes. The straightforwardexplanation is that they correspondto wedgeswith strong scatter
along the walls. The low backscatterlevels in the cavity of
these caps may be due to the low plasma density in this
region, which has been drawn up from low altitudes, rather

tion to the comparisonwith nonlinear theory, LaBelle and
Kelley point out two other processes
which might elevatethe
relative power in the range near the 1-km scale and hence
resultin a shallowerspectralslopeat lower k. One suchmechanismis an injectionprocessdue to wall turbulencedriven by
steephorizontalgradients.They showan exampleof wall tur-

than a low turbulence
level.(Radarsrespondto An2(k),not
[An(k)/n]2.)The uplift in sucha cuspis far too rapid to be

bulencewhichhasa peakin [6n(k)/n]
2 near1 km. The other

processis similarbut appealsto a loweringof the growth rate
generatedby a pure gravity wave induced electric field since at k values above and below the 1-km scale by E region
sucha field can be no greater than wB where w is the vertical shortingof electricfields.Near 1 km the formation of images
neutral wind in the gravity wave and B the magnetic field. maintainsthe growthrate at a relativelyhigh value.
This has been pointed out previously[Kelley et al. 1981] and
Paper 3 [LaBelle et al., this issue]. The result based on
is discussed
by Argo and Kelley [this issue].The implicationis PLUMEX data [Kelley et al., 1982a; Singhand Szuszczewicz,
that the generalizedRayleigh-Taylorprocessmust be invoked 1984] that density fluctuation spectra display a very steep
to locally amplify the electric field associatedwith the seed powerlaw (k-5) for wavelengths
lessthan 100m wasverified
structure.In referenceto the previousdiscussion,
the scalesize in both Condorflights.The factthat the E2(k)spectrum
mea-

forthisamplification
seems
to bei• < 1,implying
thatvelocity suredsimultaneously
variesas k-3 was also verifiedand,
shearis an important factor.
4.

SUMMARYOF THE CONDOREQUATORIAL
SPREAD F RESULTS

taken together,strongly verifiesthe conjecture[Kelley, 1982]
that drift waves, or at least some similar processinvolving

finitekll,playan essential
rolein theevolution
of equatorial

spread F. Building upon this verification,LaBelle et al. show
The key resultsare summarizedin order of their presenta- quantitatively that anomalousdiffusion should occur because
tion in the presentseriesof papersbeginningwith the present of the observed drift wave turbulence. The diffusion coefficient
calculated fits the values needed to explain the balance of
paper.
Paper 1 (this paper). The combined rocket-radar data growth versusdecay in the saturated turbulencespectraob-
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served in the Condor experiments.Typical values of the

ionosphereis rising, whereasin all five examplespresented

anomalous
diffusioncoefficient
arein therange200-500m2/s, here, the digital ionosondedetectedonsetwhen the apparent
which is 2 orders of magnitude higher than the collisional ionospheremotion was downward.The effectcould be instruvalue.It is of interest
to notethatthesamecalculatiøns
ap- mental but may be related to the considerableorographic
plied to bottomside spread F and to low-altitude barium differencesin the two sites. Isolated scatteringpatches are
cloud power spectrareveal that the collisionaldiffusioncoef- observedand tentatively identified as detached or "fossil"
ficient is adequate to explain the resultsin such conditions. plumes.Additional evidenceis presentedthat acousticgravity
The implication is that an altitude (collision frequency?) wavesplay an importantrole in equatorialspreadF.
threshold exists for onset of the anomalous diffusion effect.
Paper6 [Meriwetheret al., thisissue]. Nighttime measureCuriously,the critical scalefor onsetof the steepspectralform ments of equatorial thermosphericwind dynamicsat Arebecomeslarger as the turbulencestrengthincreases.This is quipa, Peru, were made with an automated field-widened
oppositeto what happensin neutral gas turbulenceand may Fabry-Perot interferometerbetweenApril 1983 and August
be related to the fact that the diffusioncoefficientin a plasma 1983. Data have been reducedfor 62 nights.Significantseasonal variationsin both zonal and meridional componentsof
processis k dependent.
Paper 4 [Basu et al., this issue]. Radar backscatterat 50 the thermosphericneutral wind vectorwere observednear the
MHz, rocket, and VHF/GHz scintillation measurementsof equinox.Between2000 and 2300 LT the zonal wind compospread F irregularitiesat the magnetic equator in Peru were nent is eastwardwith an amplitudebetween100 and 150 m/s
that graduallyebbsto zero by dawn. The meridionalcompomade during the Project Condor campaignin March 1983.It
was found that the radar backscatterwith extendedplumes nent is generally small throughout the night. In the winter
occurs, in association with the maximum values of 1.7-GHz
months (May-August) and at the winter solsticethe zonal
scintillations.This establishedthat the height-integratedelec- wind persistseastwardthroughoutthe night with speedsbetron density deviation of 200-m s.caleirregularitiescausing tween 50 and 150 m/s. The meridionalcomponentis directed
1.7-GHz scintillations maximizes in extended 3-m plume poleward (southward)toward the winter hemispherewith a
structures.The magnitudeof 1.7-GHz scintillationsrecorded speedof 50-75 m/s that decaysto zeroby midnight.Compariat high elevationangles(-,• 76ø)near the magneticequator did son with the predictionsof the National Center for Atmonot exceeda value of S,• = 0.2 (4 dB) in contrast to the near- spheric Researchthermosphericgeneral circulation model
saturated1.5-GHz scintillationsroutinely observedat Ascen- (TGCM) for equinoctialand solsticeconditionsshowsgood
sion Island near the crestsof the equatorial anomaly of F2 agreement.We concludethat the observedseasonalchanges
are causedby the changingnature of the solar forcingfuncionization. The observedscintillationmagnitudesat 1.7 GHz
have, however,beenfound to be compatiblewith the ambient tions.The Arequiparesultsindicatethat the day-to-dayvariaF region and the irregularity parametersmeasuredby the bility in the winter thermosphericwindsis lessthan that found
rockets.The spectralindex n of scintillationswas found to be for the summer equatorial observationsobtained at Kwajashallow (n-,• 3)on March 1, 1983, when the F region was lein.
high, while the index was steep (n-,• 5) on March 14, 1983,
when the F region was at a lower altitude. Curiously, the F
Acknowled•lments.The experimentsdescribedherewereall part of
regionrocketmeasurednearlyidenticalone-dimensional
spec- the Condor campaign,a joint undertakingby the National Aeronauttral indices of intermediate-scaleirregularitieson both eve- ics and SpaceAdministration,the National ScienceFoundation,and
nings,which was compatibleonly with the shallowerspectral their counterpartsin Peru, the ComissionNacional de Investigaciony
index of the scintillations.The irregularitydrift velocitiesmea- DesarrolloAerospacialand the Instituto Geofisicodel Peru. In addition, significantcontributionsto the effort were made by the Los
sured by the spacedreceiverscintillationmeasurementswere Alamos National Laboratory, the Air Force GeophysicsLaboratory,
in general agreement with the radar interferometerresults and the CNRS of France.
The Editor thanks R. T. Tsunoda and another referee for their
except that the spaced-receiver
drifts were 20% higher. The
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in evaluatingthis paper.
zonal drift was observedto be about 100 m/s when the F
region was high and about 200 m/s when the F region was
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